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An international non-profit network
—

Empower people and organisations with
access to information & 

capacity to use it
to make a difference to what matters to them



1. The change
Greatest developments in history

2. A Choice
To shape that change

3. The impact
of that choice on every significant area of our social and 

economic lives





An Information Age

to



Information is Different
Costlessly Copyable …

vs



A Choice
Open vs Closed



Impact on every 
important area of our lives

Inequality Freedom



Future of work
will robots take all the jobs - and should we care?

Freedom
how to preserve freedom in a world of Googles and 

Facebooks who have the power to shape how we think and 
act?

Inequality
what is the impact on growing inequality and the digital 

divide?

Innovation
how can we harness the full power of digital tech for 

innovation and creativity?

Culture
a future of collaboration and sharing or exclusion and control?



Medicines



Medicines are Made of Information

Science behind the discovery

The tests in clinical trials

The recipe for the drug



http://www.wsj.com/articles/patients-struggle-with-high-drug-prices-1451557981

$12,000 a month

http://www.wsj.com/articles/patients-struggle-with-high-drug-prices-1451557981
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$100 to $600 
per pack in 5y

http://www.wsj.com/articles/patients-struggle-with-high-drug-prices-1451557981


Medicines Can Be Expensive

$80,000 a year



Why So Expensive?

~5% Manufacturing }

~95% ???}



Why So Expensive?

~5% Manufacturing}

~95% Drug recipe 
information charge}



But Information is 
Cheap to Copy … 



Why So Expensive?

~5% Manufacturing}

~95% Patent monopoly}



Why a Monopoly?

Making 
it

Patent 
Monopoly

Making 
it

R&D 
Creating 

information

Costs Revenue

Profits



What’s the Problem?



Monopolies are 
Bad for You



Denied Access to Medicines
Some People Cannot Afford Them

“Deadweight Loss”



Lost Innovation
Patents on human genome =>

30% lost innovation (fewer new drugs)



Blocking Innovation



Inefficiencies
Clinical trial data kept hidden

“Me-too” drugs, marketing



Not Working

Making 
Pills

Patent 
Monopoly

Making 
Pills

R&D 
Creating 

information

Where it Goes What Consumers Pay

Profits

Deadweight 
LossWaste



But is there an 
alternative?



Not Just About 
Medicines



Information is 
Everywhere



https://news.uic.edu/lawmakers-push-for-free-online-textbooks

Textbooks &
Learning Materials

https://news.uic.edu/lawmakers-push-for-free-online-textbooks




But is there an 
alternative?



Not Working

Making 
Pills

Patent 
Monopoly

Making 
Pills

R&D 
Creating 

information

Where it Goes What Consumers Pay

Profits

Deadweight 
LossWaste



An Open World …



An Open World
All public, non-private, information is open

& 
Creators and innovators are recognised and rewarded



All research, all music, all software,
all drug formulae …

open 
freely available for anyone to use, share and build on



An Open System

R&D 
Creating 

information

Where it Goes What Consumers Pay

Making 
Pills

Buying a 
Pill 

Taxes

Profits



Information is 
Different



“He who receives an idea from me, receives 
instruction himself without lessening mine;
as he who lights his taper at mine, receives 

light without darkening me.”



Paying for the first copy



We already pay for all the 
information that gets 

created



Current Model
Gov

Researcher 
& InnovatorsCitizens

Companies

$$$

$$$
Patent

$$

C

$$$

$$$



The Open Model
Remuneration 

rights

Up-front

Other

Funding Pool Innovators / 
Creators

Citizens / 
Consumers / 
Businesses

demand 
based

expert 
selection



Spotify
Existence proof of the model …

Remuneration 
rights

Funding Pool 
??? ArtistsSubscribers fee

£10 / mo

Backers

What’s wrong with Spotify?

• Will only serve a minority of the market because consumers vary in 
ability / willingness to pay (better to charge 15% of users $10 a month 
than 100% of users $1 a month)

• Inefficiently ties together “collective licensing” and music distribution 
services.

• Incentives to impede and distort innovation in order to preserve 
market position 

• Major potential for monopoly that exploits consumers and artists

Up-
front

Profits



Music
[Open Spotify]

Remuneration 
rights

Up-
front

X-factor

Funding Pool 
£600m ArtistsCitizens / 

Consumers

demand 
based

expert 
selection

levy
90p / mo

Backers

user
voting

£600m = Total Rev ($1.4bn) * Proportion actually funding creation (70%)
90p per month = charge per internet or mobile plan (or per adult)
Est gains to UK = £billions (2-5x revenues)

References: Fisher (2004), Aigrain (2012), Love et al (2003) etc



Open music
for less than

€1/mo
on your Internet bill 



Pharmaceuticals
Remuneration 

rights

Up-front

Prize

Funding Pool 
e.g. 0.5% GDP

Researchers 
& Innovators

Citizens / 
Consumers

demand 
based

expert 
selectiontaxes

VCs etc



Textbooks and e-Learning

Remuneration 
rights

Up-front

Prize

Funding Pool 
$50m

Authors and 
Creators

Citizens / 
Consumers

demand 
based

expert 
selectiontaxes



Why an Open World



Immense Power in the Hands of a Few

http://www.pnas.org/content/112/33/E4512.full.pdf

http://www.pnas.org/content/112/33/E4512.full.pdf


Fairness & Inequality
Closed => concentrated wealth and power

open up

Open => distributed wealth and power
fairer, more equitable society



Access for all
From medicines to textbooks

Africa: opening up medicines for AIDS have saved hundreds of thousands 
of lives.

US: closed, proprietary medicines are very expensive. Even middle class 
cannot afford some treatments.



Freedom
To create, to learn, to understand, to hold to account

“Knowledge is power, openness is empowerment”
Open = Freedom



Wealthier
Open => more innovation and creativity

=> richer, broader, more agile economy

The many minds principle:

The best thing to do with your data will be thought of by someone else

More minds, more insights



Healthier
Open means more a healthier culture at several levels.

A. Healthier government
openness means greater trust and holding power to account

B. Healthier culture
Culture built on sharing, collaboration and creativity 
rather than exclusion, control, and monopoly.



Conclusion



An information age



An open information age
Freer, fairer, richer, weller



Dystopia is the Default
A closed world - the gravity of power



Another Open World is 
Possible



Choose Open
Make a Better Information Age



Making an Open
Information Age
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